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Jack is as durable as the
stones of his native SouthWest.
So are his stories.
Here1s to his next 50 years.
'
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Ramblings

on

From the Editor
RAMBLINGS 9

Jack

Williamson

I have only met Jack Williamson three times, but each one was a memorable
meeting. The first was at MINICON 11, in 1976. He had come from the sunny warmth
of New Mexico to the frozen North (actually the weather was quite warm for April)
to see his friend and wife, Edmond Hamilton and Leigh Brackett, as the Guests of
Honor. Ed was celebrating his 50th anniversary as a writer of SF. Jack was seated
at the same table as I for the banquet, and afterwards we sat together to watch
the fannish musical THE MIMED MAN put on by the Minnesota fen. Our conversations
were short; although I had read a number of his books, I had little to say, and be
sides, I was still a neo (hadn’t even been in fandom a year yet).
Our second meeting was at CONFUSION 14 in January of 1977. Poul Anderson was
the Guest of Honor, and Fred Pohl, Jack's best-known collaborator, was there as a
special guest. I sat enthralled as they talked about how they collaborated, the
techniques they used, and where they got their ideas (guess who asked them that
question?). I was in the lobby of the hotel when he walked in from the outside.
I greeted him, informed him as to who had arrived, who hadn't come because of the
blizzard (Cliff Simak and Stan Schmidt were both snowed in; they were two people
whom I had wanted to talk with at that con), and what was happening then. He
seemed to remember me, probably because of my coon-skin cap.
The third time was at SUNCON. He was the much-deserved Guest of Honor. He
looked happier, more full-of-life, than I had seen him before. He indeed was more
honored then than he had been in all the years he had been writing. I knew that
Jack had been writing for a long time, but it wasn't until a year later that I re
alized exactly how long it was.
Summer of '78. I was working on a long overdue issue of LAN'S LANTERN (#8),
and was also thinking about future issues. For some reason, Jack's name popped
into my mind. I can't recall the peculiar associations of it, but I got out my
copy of THE VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE FICTION and looked up the references
on Jack Williamson. 50 years! A Golden Anniversary. 50 YEARS of writing SF and
still producing.
I got excited. I started thinking about all the things I could do; a special
issue of LAN'S LANTERN dedicated to him. Feature articles, color pages, plates,
wrap-around cover, slick paper.....
When I came back down to earth and started
to look at it realistically, I made plans, asked people for contributions, sent
off letters, and took a long hard look at my budget.
I was going to do it. Jack gave most of his life to us, the fans and readers
of SF and Fantasy; I could do something for him. There have been delays—mostly
financial-type problems, the foremost being the publishing of #8 first. My Janu-.
ary '79 target date became March, then April, and now May. I received some beau
tiful slides of paintings by Hal Clement which he had done based on some of Jack’s
stories. Unfortunately the methods of reproducing them for my zine turned out to
be beyond my meager resources. But the other artwork I received, the glowing words
of praise from fans and Jack's fellow-authors... .well, they were more than I had
hoped. This issue is my best. I am proud and happy to have done it.

Jack, it's said many times in these pages, but one more time still won't be
enough to repay what you have given us, given me. You're loved. This stumbling
neo idiom you've honored three times with conversation at three conventions now
honors you. 71 years old, 50 years of writing, and still producing. We love you
Jack; you've made us happy. Now let us make you happy.
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Original Version Copy
right © 1978 by Heri
tage Press, Inc. All
rights revert to con
tributors .

Jack Williamson’s first story, "The Metal
Man," appeared in AMAZING STORIES in 1928.
In the half century since, he had been active
in almost every phase of the SF field's growth.
Half a century is a remarkable length of time,
The only living writers I can think of who made any
impact on the field at all, and who sold prior to Jack
Williamson are H. Warner Munn and E. Hoffman Price, The
writers no longer with us who saw fifty years bejond their
first sale in this field aren't that many more in number—appropriately, H. G. Wells seems to have been the first. There was also
Murray Leinster and Williamson's good friend, Edmond Hamilton.
Even in this company, Williamson is unique. Price and Munn have not writ
ten and published steadily in the field over the years as Williamson has. Wells
wrote his first version of THE TIME MACHINE in 1888 and THE STAR BEGOTTEN in 1937
—a year short of the half century mark. Although Leinster sold his first story
in 1919» and Hamilton his first in 1926, and both men lived into the 1970's, the
writing career of each ended, for all practical purposes, in the late 1960's.
Williamson is writing today as prolifically as ever.
Jack Williamson is not descended from pioneer stock. He is pioneer stock. As
a child he went west with his family in a covered wagon. He knew the hardship of
living on an arid New Mexican ranch that could barely provide a livelihood for
those who worked it. Getting educated was a struggle. He was forced to drop out
of college before he got his degree. He returned a good many years later and was
in his fifties when he finally got his doctorate. He taught for a while, being
permitted to go past retirement age, at Eastern New Mexico University.
In the thirties, along with John Campbell, E.E. Smith and Edmond Hamilton,
Williamson helped create and develop what we have come to call space opera. Take
away his LEGION OF SPACE and THE COMETEERS and you would be missing much of the
vitality that made STAR WARS so popular. The next decade, Williamson joined with
Robert Heinlein, Isaac Asimov, Theodore Sturgeon and Lester del Rey in writing
for John Campbell’s ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION, and setting SF on a new path many
still feel led to its greatest accomplishments. His stories "With Folded Hands,"
and THE HUMANOIDS are among the proudest of those great achievements.
But that seems to have been hardly enough for this remarkable human being. In
the years since he has given us stories like "The Peddlar's Nose," "Guinevere for
Everybody," "A Planet for Plundering," and "Jamboree." He has collaborated with
James Gunn on STARBRIDGE, and with Fred Pohl on the STARCHILD trilogy. His novels
written by himself include such gems as BRIGHT NEW UNIVERSE and THE POWER OF
BLACKNESS. One of the most impressive things about these books—out of many im
pressive things—is that it is impossible to read them and say, here is a writer
who began his career in the twenties, as it is possible to say of the latter-day
Doc Smith. There has always been one keynote to Jack Williamson's career: growth.
Growth as a person and the observed growth of his world. He has grown from one
era to another, from covered wagon to spaceship, and thanks to him, many of us
have had the opportunity to grow a little bit more than we would have otherwise.
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Science Fiction writers do not predict the future, despite what those who know
little about SF may think. In fact, most SF writers learn very quickly that they
can look very foolish trying to predict the future.' They give up trying.
But no one comes to a career as a writer without a strong streak of gambler in
Ma make-up; and no gambler ever passes up an opportunity to hedge a bet. I’m no
exception. I may not know when we’ll colonize Mars or whether or not we'll suc
cessfully clone a human being in the next decade, but there is one prediction
which even I'm not afraid to make. The first science fiction writer to produce
a work of major importance in his second half century of production will be Jack
Williamson.

•
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’’Jack Williamsons 50 Years of Tomorrow,"
is a slightly altered version of a piece that
was published in the Convention booklet for
the 1978 Deep South Science Fiction Convention, held the weekend of June 2-4, in Atlan
ta. Clifford Simak had been schedules to be
the Guest of Honor, but the illness of his

wife forced him to withdraw a couple of weeks
before the convention. Largely as a favor to
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by Jerry Page

Simak, Williamson aggreed to fill in for him.
It could not have been an easy thing to do.
.
It involved changing certain plans (Williamson had earlier said he had a conflict
that would prevent him from attending), and it involved the heavy load of work
that always falls to a convention Guest of Honor, but without the benefit of pre
paration time. Williamson had to speak at the convention, for example, and he
did this admirably, entertaining us with the opening pages of a work-in-progress
that is a sequel to THE HUMANOIDS.
.
The first science fiction writers I noticed as SF writers were Arthur C.
.
Clarke, Lester del Rey and Raymond F. Jones, who each had novels in the old Win
ston Juvenile series. I soon found out about the rest of the field and began
collecting as much as I could. I probably first encountered Jack Williamson in
Fredrik Pohl's STAR SF anthologies, with "Guinevere for Everybody," or possibly
in SCIENCE FICTION PLUS (which folded before I began collecting, but which I was
able to find on some newsstands in Atlanta in spite of that) with his story,
"Operation Gravity." I became very much aware of this writer's skill, and as I
explored early science fiction in the pages of magazines like UNKNOWN, ASTOUNDING,
STARTLING and AMAZING, I discovered and enjoyed stories like THE LEGION OF SPACE,
THE COMETEERS, DARKER THAN YOU THINK, "The Metal Man," "The Cosmic Express," THE
REIGN OF WIZARDRY, DRAGON'S ISLAND. Williamson became part of a select group of
writers that included John Campbell, Clifford Simak, Leigh Brackett, Ed Hamilton,
C.L. Moore, Clark Ashton Smith, Eric Frank Russell, Sam Merwin Jr., Hal Clement,
Ray Bradbury, A.E. Van Vogt, James Branch Cabell, Fredric Brown and Murry Lein
ster, who left an indellible impression on me, influencing not only my approach
and style as a writer, but my very decision to become one.
.
.
For that reason, the opportunity to write a piece about Williamson for the
DSC convention booklet was an opportunity I couldn't pass up. It was a simple
payment of debt, and a damned small payment considering the wealth of that,debt.
I find myself wishing there could be more in payment, but there can't. It s one
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of the inescapable truths of writing. Nothing a good writer receives, not praise,
not income, not anything, can ever be on a par with what he gives. Still, it’s
pleasant to have an occasion to try, every once in a while.
In that piece, I concluded with a prediction, probably the safest prediction
made in some time: that Williamson would be the first writer in the field's his
tory to produce a major work in his second fifty years of production. At the
Deep South Convention, he read the opening passage from his forthcoming novel/
sequel to THE HUMANOIDS. We listened enrapt.
me my prediction was already coming true.

And damned if it didn't seem to

from GOLDEN BLOOD, drawn by Matthew Schellenberg
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I met Jack Williamson in 1952 at the
registration desk for the World Science
Fiction Convention. We were both stand
ing in line, and I turned around and
said, recognizing a face I had seen on
the dust jackets of various novels,
"You’re Jack Williamson."
"That’s right," he said.
That was my first convention, and I
might not have been there then if it
wasn’t that I was living only 80 miles a
way in Racine, Wisconsin, where I was
working as an editor for Western Ptinting
& Lithographing Company, which produced
Dell paperbacks at the time. It helped,
too, that Western paid my expenses.

Jack and I became immediate friends.
I quit my job within a couple of months
and returned to full-time writing, and
Jack and Blanche visited us a time or two
in Kansas City, where Blanche's sister
and husband lived and still do. Within
a few months of our meeting, Jack sugges
ted that I might be interested in collab
orating with him on a novel. This was
in spite of the fact that I had been
writing for only four years and had not
yet written a novel. I was working on
one, to be sure, but I don't know whether
I told Jack that.
Perhaps I did. By the spring of 1953 I
had a contract for my first novel with
Abelard and a few months later I had
turned it in. Eventually I pulled it
back from them and Gnome published it in
1955, but that's another story.

In the early Fifties, Jack was going
through some kind of writer's block.
Perhaps he had written himself out in the
Thirties and Forties, when he was both
prolific and versitile, adapting himself
to the needs of editors and markets as
they changed, producing work as varied
as "The Metal Man" and "With Folded
Hands," as diff erent as THE LEGION OF
SPACE and THE HUMANOIDS. Eventually he
would span "The Moon Era" and the new

by James Gunn

wave era.
When I met him Jack was writing the
scenario for a NEW YORK DAILY NEWS comic
strip called "Beyond Mars," and little
else. Perhaps what was holding back his
writing was the notion that he might
return to college for his Ph.D in Eng
lish. In any case, he had several
sheafs of manuscript that he had been
unable to complete. One of these he
turned over to me.
I worked out a plot
based on his preliminary work; he gener
ally agreed with it by mail; I did a
first draft and sent it to him; he had
only a few comments and suggestions.
The second draft finally was published
in 1955 by Gnome Press.

Even though it went through two Ace
editions in the late Fifties and early
Sixties, and though many readers have
written to us about STAR BRIDGE, and a
few writers—Ed Bryant and Chip Delany,
for two—have said that it was the book
that first turned them on to science
fiction, it made little money for us at
the time. Later it was much reprinted
overseas, including a hardcover British
edition that was well reviewed, and,
ironically, the recent Berkley edition
received a rave review in the NEW YORK
TIMES twenty-two years after it was
first published.
That was the story of STAR BRIDGE,
but not the story of Jack. Jack's chief
characteristics are theses first, he is
one of the great gentlemen of science
fiction; and second, he has grown and
developed every year, perhaps every mo
ment of his life. As a gentleman, he
has never said a word in my presence
that is less than gentle, kind, and
thoughtful, about me or anyone else.
As a person, he has remained open to
new ideas and new methods; his writing
has remained rich with inspiration and
concepts, excitement and warmth, but it
has continually evolved to meet the
needs of new times and new editors.

7

from STAR BRIDGE, drawn by llatthew Schellenberg
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He turned, to teaching late in his life.
"Rejoining the establishment," he called,
it, and. I know his students and his col
leagues loved and respected him. They
founded a lecture series at Eastern New
Mexico University in his honor when he
retired a couple of years ago and named
him a distinguished professor.
He taught creative writing and liter
ature, and sometimes a science fiction
course. His fellow teachers admired him.
They voted him the Pilgrim Award of the
Science Fiction Research Association for
his published dissertation, H.G. WELLS:
CRITIC OF PROGRESS, and his work in col
lecting information about the teaching
of science fiction and writing about it
in the popular press, including SATURDAY
REVIEW.

And, of course, his fellow science
fiction writers knew his worth, giving
him the second GrandMaster Nebula Award
(after Heinlein) and electing him pres
ident of the Science Fiction Writers of
America in his seventieth year. And
the fans loved him, making him Guest of
Honor at the 1977 World Science Fiction
Convention in Miami Beach.

Presidents of SFWA seldom finish their
terms of office without leaving some
bitterness, some disgruntled members,
behind. I predict, however, that Jack
will complete his term as he began it,
the most beloved man in science fiction.

from "Wolves of Darkness," drawn by Steve Trout
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This interview is reprinted with permission
from CHAT, the monthly newszin of the
Chattanooga SF Association, (6) July, 1978
by Nicki and Dick Lynch.

Jack Williamson is one of the finest auth
ors in Science Fiction history — both as
a writer and as a person. This year marks
the golden anniversary of his first pub
lished story.

He was recently Guest of Honor (much de
served!) at SUNCON, the 1977 World Science
Fiction Convention;
more recently he was
Guest of Honor at DeepSouthCon in Atlanta.
Below is a portion of an interview record
ed there.

CHAT:

What was your first story?

JACK WILLIAMSON: It was called "The Metal
Man," and was published in 1928 in AMAZING.
CHAT: Do any of your stories stand out in
your mind as you favorites?

JACK: My best short piece, I think, is a
novelette called "With Folded Hands,"
which was the basis for my most success
ful novel, THE HUMANOIDS. It was in AS
TOUNDING in 194?.
CHAT: What projects do you have in pro
gress now?

JACK: Right now, I'm working on a sequel
to THE HUMANIODS.
I said for years I was
not going to write a sequel, but the edi
tor of Bantam made me an offer I couldn't
refuse, and it's turning out to be a pro
ject that's interesting to work on.
I
have high hopes that it will be success
ful.

CHAT:

How about your series currently

running in ANALOG?

|

j
I
1

JACK: They're parts of a novel called
BROTHER TO DEMONS, BROTHER TO GODS.
ANALOG published the first part in the |
January, 1977, issue; the second part
was in GALILEO. ANALOG has bought the ’
others, and apparently they're going
to run them consecutively. What I was
trying to do in the novel was push the
possibilities of genetic engineering
as far as I could.

CHAT: What made you decide to become
an SF author, versus other careers
that were available?
JACK:

I was born in Arizona, but I
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I------ ---------------------- *------ *
up in eastern New Mexico on
(grew
and lived there most of my life.
| eers were pretty limited there.

a farm
CarFa.rm

| prices were low, and we were in an area
’ that was poor for agriculture. When I
| discovered the old AMAZING STORIES, I

| was completely fascinated;
I wanted to
) write the stuff.
I sent off three or
four stories which came back with rejec| tion slips before Gemsback kept one and
| printed it.
Eventually he paid me twenty-five dollars for it, and I was a writ
er.
I was twenty years old then. The
| rates of pay were low in those days, and

I’

| I never was very
’ get rich; I made
I didn't have to
| was pretty happy
| ence fiction.

f

prolific, so I didn't
barely enough so that
do anything else.
I
to be able to write sc}.-

| CHAT: And you've been writing ever
| since?

I

JACK: Yes, with a few hundred interrup| tions for this and that. I just retired
| from close to twenty years of college
’ teaching as a university professor, at
Eastern New Mexico University. I taught
| Science Fiction there, as well as other
things such as Linguistics, English as
a Second Language, and Freshman English.
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| CHAT:

How did you happen to become a
’ university professor?

I

| JACK:
I had dropped out of college after
a three years.
In the 50's, I wrote a co» mic strip for the New York Sunday Night
News. When that ceased publication, I
went back to college and got my bachel(ors, masters, and eventually my Ph.D.,
and became a university professor. I
| found that teaching went very well with

vertising and other things, were obvi
ously edited for the lower working
class rather than educated people, but
the Science Fiction pulps were never
quite typical of the other pulps. The
typical readers, I think, in the old
days were pretty young and didn't have
much money. Over the years, the read
ers have grown up, gotten better edu
cated, and now make more money.

CHAT: What's your feeling on science
in science fiction? Does it need to
be de-emphasized?
JACK: No, I think we have too much em
phasis on the potential evils of sci
ence and technology. We fear what the
technologies are going to do to us.
So we cut off the space program, stop
building nuclear reactors, and prohi. bit genetic engeneering. But you can
not put the genie back in the bottle;
you can't undiscover atomic energy.
We need to make the most of our tech
nology. I think science fiction has
a role here, not only pointing out the
dangers, but also the possibilities.

CHAT: You include a lot of science
and technology in your stories. Where
do you get your ideas?
JACK: Well, I read SCIENCE NEWS, SCI
ENTIFIC AMERICAN, and the science col
umns in things like TIME.
I'm fasci
nated by science.

Q
t

CHAT: And you try to keep things
technologically accurate?

|
:
|
|
|

JACK: What I try to do is to avoid
violating anything that people believe
is a scientific fact, without some
sort of 'escape hatch' or plausible
explanation.
I feel a reader won’t
'believe' a story unless I do. And I
can't 'believe' it unless it is some
how reconciled with what I believe is
scientific accuracy.

writing;
it was good
tunity to be paid for
erature.
I think I'm
now than I would have
gone back to college.

to have an opporstudying good lita better writer
been if I hadn't

| CHAT: Do you think science fiction is
| getting more literary today?

I
|
i

JACK: Well, I think many of the readers
are more sophisticated and better educated. The old pulps, on the basis of ad

CHAT: You've done several collabora
tions with Fred Pohl. How did these
come about?

■f

I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
i
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»
I
»
I
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JACK: Well, my first collaboration wasn't
with Fred; it was with Dr. Miles J. Breu
er, who isn't writing any more. We coll
aborated on a short story, and then on a
novel length story that was published in
AMAZING STORIES QUARTERLY, The collaborations with Fred Pohl began I suppose,
I had about a half
when he was my agent,
a novel written and was stalled, Fred
came into the project, we re-plotted it
and he rewrote it.

CHAT:

JACK: No, I don't think so. There
are a lot of unhappy people in the
world working at jobs they seem to
detest. Writing science fiction, at
least when it’s going well, has al
ways been a lot of fun to me;
it
gives you an opportunity to be crea
tive. You have a great deal of free
dom to say what you want to say.
Some of my best friends are in the
field; it's a little world that I'm
happy to be

Was that one of the UNDERSEA novels?

JACK: Yes. After the first one, I would
write a rough draft, and Fred would do a
finished copy. The STARCHILD trilogy de
veloped the same way. I had a draft of
a novel, four hundred pages or so; there
was obviously something the matter with
it, and I didn't re-write or finish it.
We re-plotted it, and Fred wrote a finish
ed draft. And in the following novels of
the trilogy, I wrote a rough draft and he
did the finished one. And speaking of
collaborations, I also collaborated with
Jim Gunn on one novel called STARBRIDGE,
that was re-printed last year.

CHAT: Have you ever experienced 'writ
er's block?'

JACK: Not really. I haven't had the in
ability to write so much as getting in
volved sometimes in complicated projects
I didn't know how to finish. People like
Fred Pohl and Jim Gunn have helped me out
of some of these situations.

CHAT: Do you consider yourself a fan as
well as a science fiction writer?
JACK: I certainly do.
I think I attend
ed the first world convention there was.
But when I first was writing, there were
very few conventions, and while I was
teaching, my duties kept me pretty well
away from conventions. Now I'm retired,
I'll be able to attend more of them. I
enjoy conventions.
! CHAT: You seem happy as an SF writer,
| If you could do it over, would you con| sider anything else?

from "Guinevere for Everybody" by
Steve Dillon. © 1978 by ORBIT SF
MAGAZINE, Holland.
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TO JACK WILLIAMSON

Judge this: the gathering of dreams that grew
Across the span of half a century,

Called out of space and time by one who knew -
Knew well, and knows -- what miracles must be
Where stars and stars hold back the outer night

In radiance, begetting worlds and souls.
Long has his vision ranged beyond our sight,

Light-years, to find adventures, hopes, and goals.

Imagination likewise dares the deeps
And dangers of our future and our past,

Man's fate; and if man laughs or shouts or weeps,
Still in these tales we see ourselves at last.
On Earth, from which the questing ships depart,

No bard among us bears a higher heart.

-- Poul Anderson
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for "To Jack Williamson" by Poul Anderson
drawn by Pat Byrnes
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In these latter years, when the pulp magazines
are only nostalgic recollections, it’s worthwhile
to look back once more at the pulp influence on
science fiction — a better influence, I believe,
than contemporary readers and the new schools of ac
ademic critics commonly imagine.
When I began writing, in the 1920s, there were
three sorts of magazines: the pulps, the slicks, and
the quality magazines. They are almost all gone
now, along with the distinctions that marked them,
victims of technological and cultural change.

Radio was still an exciting novelty then, TV on
ly a science fiction dream. With people learning to
read earlier and better than they apparently do to
day, the magazines were a major vehicle for informa
tion and entertainment. Postage rates for mail sub
scriptions were low and the newsstands were stacked
each week with new issues edited to fit every level
of education, status, and taste.
Of the quality group, only the ATLANTIC and HAR
PER'S are left, no longer quite themselves. The
group used to include a score of titles, printing
the best new fiction and a great deal of informative
non-fiction aimed at educated readers.

Typical slicks, the old SATURDAY EVENING POST,
COLLIERS, and LIBERTY, had circulations in the mill
ions. Printed on slick coated paper on which adver
tisements reproduced well, they were the salesmen of
the nation. With ads paying most of the costs, per
copy prices were low. Writers earned up to a dollar
a word for fiction slanted toward the prejudices of
the advertisers and the appetites of the millions.

The pulps were printed on the cheapest sort of
woodpulp paper, only the covers on coated stock.
With circulations of individual titles often small,
they commonly existed in chains of many titles, and
managed to get the benefits of mass production.
Prices per copy were higher, often twenty-five cents
instead of a nickel, but rates for writers were far
lower, generally around a penny a word. Most of
them were highly specialized; there were railroad
stories, air-war stories, submarine stories, dozens
of others.
The best of the pulps, among them the old weekly
ARGOSY, BLUE BOOK, SHORT STORIES and ADVENTURE, were
relatively high in literary quality, serving as
training camps for many a writer who went on to wid
er success, but most of them were aimed at younger
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or less educated readers, people without
the means to buy all the goodies touted
in the slicks.

Magazine fiction, both pulp and slick,
was generally tailored to fit rigid for
mulas. Taboos were strong. Nobody
could be offended.
Endings had to be
happy. The stereotyped patterns of the
business-success story, the young love
story, the mystery-adventure, the west
ern, were endlessly repeated. Origin
ality had to be fitted into the accept
able patterns, which were far more im
portant than literary quality. Mort
Weisinger, editor of THRILLING WONDER
and STARTLING STORIES, told me once that
STANDARD MAGAZINES didn't object to good.
writing; it simply didn't matt er.
That was the world, of the 1920s and.
the 1930s, gone now, killed by all sorts
of change, by radio and TV and. the comic
books, by paperbacks
and book clubs, rock
music and the drug
scene, a whole new
culture. Though there
are more magazines than
ever, they are special
ized in different ways.
The short story as a
literary form is near
ly dead, except in sci
ence fiction. The
readers of the old
quality magazines buy
books and watch TV doc
umentaries. The slick
readers follow soap op
eras . The pulp readers
read the comics, if
they can read at all,
or stare at the tube.
That was the world.
in which Hugo Gernshack
launched AMAZING STORIES in 1926, as "scl
ent ifict ion, " followed
by SCIENCE WONDER STOR
IES in 1929, the first
"science fiction” mag
azine. Though both
were printed on pulp
paper, neither was a

typical pulp. AMAZING began as a re
print magazine, filled with the best of
Verne and Wells and other classics.
When the reprints ran out, Gernshack
turned not to the pulp professionals but
to amateurs such as I was, eager to
write for little pay or none.
WEIRD TALES had been printing "weird
scientific" stories since 1923, tut tru
ly "the unique magazine," it was far
from being the common sort of pulp. All
sorts of publications, of course, had
always carried occasional science fic
tion; the popular novels of A. Merritt
and Edgar Rice Burroughs in the old AR
GOSY were labelled "different stories."
Yet the major thrust of the pulp tradi
tion into science fiction began only in
1930, with ASTOUNDING STORIES OF SUPER
SCIENCE, edited for the Clayton pulp
chain by Harry Bates, a magazine still
alive after nearly half a century as to-

Illustration for "Guinever for Everybody" by Steve Dillon
Copyright c 1978 by ORBIT SF MAGAZINE, Holland.
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||day’s ANALOG.

Harry Bates paid an astonishing two
fl cents a word,. The stories he bought were
|| often melodramatic or crude, but they
I were generally written by professional
H craftsmen.
They were plotted; they began

|| and ended; the people were motivated;
a the action never stopped for long scienI] tific or philosophic lectures.
I In that pure pulp version, ASTOUNDING
0 lived only a few years, dying with the

I] whole Clayton chain in the Great Depres-

Revived by Street and Smith—sadly
|| paying only half as much—it had already
| begun its evolution from action toward
I ideas.
Looking for originality, editor
| F. Orlin Tremaine featured "thought vari[j ant" stories—in one of my own, the stars
| are creatures and the planets their eggs.
i sion.

college and learned about folk epics as
oral entertainment, perhaps recomposed
by the bard to fit each new occasion,
it struck me that the best pulp writers
had much in common with the epic poets.
Their work was meant for people in the
hall, not for later literary scholars.
I used to enjoy teaching Homer’s ODY
SSEY as an early pulp novel; it shares
many devices with the classic pulp
west ern.

Max Brand was one of the great pulp
writers I admired and wanted to imi
tate. He is said to have written four
thousand words every day, for a life
time output of perhaps thirty or forty
million, published under twenty-odd
names—his own name was Frederik Faust.

His novels had many features of the
epic—the mythic elements, the wide
The magazine became even less a pulp
backgrounds, the characters larger than
under John Campbell, who took over in
life, the basic and powerful narrative
1938 "to edit it through the "Golden Age," conflicts, the vivid similes; many long
making it a major force in the develop
passages scanned as iambic verse.
I
ment of modern science fiction. Yet, for tried for several years to do the same
all his optimistic fascination with the
sort of thing—and was even reasonably
future and his delight in new ideas, he
successful in getting rapidly written
always put story interest first. Expand first-draft fiction into print—before
ing the old pulp patterns, he never dis
I decided that I wasn’t destined to be
carded them.
come another Max Brand.

By 1950, when Horace Gold and Tony
Boucher began another golden age with GA
LAXY and FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION, the
pulp taboos and formulas were gone, but
story values were still there. Looking
back across fifty years, I believe the
pulp influence was goo for science fic
tion. The pulps were a useful school for
!me, and I think for many another. Pulp

H.G. Wells was a more important in
fluence on my work. With THE LEGION OF
SPACE, in the early 1930s, I began reg
ularly doing a second draft. I began
trying for more originality of concep
tion and complexity of meaning.

Science fiction has evolved a long
way from the early issues of ASTOUND
writers had to learn form, had to create
ING, my own work with it, yet I have
emotional effects, had to interest read
never been ashamed of the stories I
ers. Most of what they learned was es
wrote for Harry Bates, and I still feel
sential for more sophisticated fiction.
that I learned useful skills from the
pulps. Many of today's young writers
This is not to argue that pulp fic
could benefit, I believe, from the di
tion was literature, or meant to be.
It
scipline they imposed and the control
was ephemeral stuff, told today and reof form they taught, as well as from
1 told tomorrow, with little thought of re varied hazards and rewards of getting
print—tons of pulp fiction have sunk
apprentice work into print.
without a trace, and I was as much as
tonished as delighted when my own early
OOOO
work began being revived. When I got to
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JACK

WILLIAMSON:
An
Appreciation

It's Hard to know how Jack does it. He was in at the creation. Meaning he
published in the earliest days.
It was a flamboyant period which, later, turned
out to be too pulpy even for the pulps. But in its time it was magnificent and
it launched the new genre. Most of the writers of the period never made it to
the normal pulp stage.
But there, during the Great Transformation of the late 30s and the early ^0s
—the first Campbell era—there, again, is Jack Williamson. And he's "in.” He
understands the new set of concepts. As one example, he has the best basic robot
ideas—better, even, than the ones that Campbell gave Isaac Asimov (which made
Isaac's early reputation, and is still doing good things for him).
Since I was not paying attention to SF during the 50s (being involved con
sciously in what Jack has seemingly been doing intuitively; that is, I was mak
ing an effort to study human behavior—I called it going back to the well, the
purpose being to lift me out of my early stereotypes), I don't know what Jack
was up to. But when I finally came out of the darkness, and back into the light,
there was Jack co-authoring novels with the perceptive Fred Pohl, for GALAXY and
IF.
Comes the 70s. And Jack Williamson is in the process of retiring from his
teaching career, but not—it turns out— from the writing profession. Again,
collaborations. Again, original novels. And once more he has bridged the gap
to this new generation. He's "in". He's got it.
During all these decades he has kept to
an unusually stable personality. The voice
sounds the same as when I first heard it.
No cracking with advancing age. No hoarse
ness. And the same gentle nature radiating
forth from an apparently inexhaustible
source of goodwill. Best proof: the same
beautiful wife.
And as far as I know he has never told
anyone how come he was able to make at least
four major shifts in his writing style,
method, content. How able to grow with
each new reality.
I'm going to guess that Jack is looking
ahead toward the 1980s, already doing his
secret evaluation-growth thing somewhere
inside him.
Good luck, Jack.
I have only one ques
tion, but it's a big one: how do you do it?

A. E. van Vogt

Illustration from "The Metal Man,"
drawn by Matthew Schellenberg.
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Some Thoughts on
by

HARRY
WARNER

Something happened an unbelievable
forty years ago. I was a neofan, try
ing to find material for the first is
sue of my first fanzine. I wrote to
the pros whose addresses I could find
in prozine letter sections. After all
this time, I can’t recall the exact
sequence of events after that, but I
know that the first two replies came
either in the same mail or in quick suc
cession from Jack Williamson and Dr. E.
E. Smith, perhaps the two pros on my
list idiom I’d least expected to hear
from because of their superstar status
as science fiction authors. I was so
overwhelmed at the kindness of Jack
and of the other pros who procided help
to a completely unknown fan that I al
most forgot to continue publication
preparations. Jack is one of the very
few pros idiom I've never read an unkind
article about in a fanzine or heard
nasty remarks about at a convention, so
I suspect that in the intervening forty
years, he has been just as thoughtful
and good to others as he was to me in
the fall of 1938.

Jr
Then there’s the fact that only two
science fiction stories have ever fright
ened me severely enough to inspire night
mares. One was Jack’s "Born of the Sun."
I read it when it was first published in
ASTOUNDING STORIES, which must have been
around 183^ • It scared me so much that
I didn't take much interest in anything
for the rest of that day, and then after
going to bed I suffered the most horrible
dreams imaginable on the theme of the
storys the planets are eggs laid by suns
and dreadful-looking infants eventually
hatch from the interior of the planets,
scattering the outer crusts of the worlds
to smithereens. No horror fiction, no
weird stories, none of the "terror tales"
that the pulps used to print ever had
any effect on my dreams. Maybe Jack's
story somehow keyed an engram in my sub
conscious, but I suspect that good writ
ing was the main reason for what it did
to my sleep that night.
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I could go on and on
like this about many other
Jack Williamson stories.
There was THE LESION OF
SPACE, which I believe was
the first science fiction
story which inspired me to
fantasize myself into the
milieu of the fiction and
daydream about playing a
role in that environment.
Then there were the later,
mor "significant' William
son stories which were a
double delight because they
put the writer in a new
light as an author who could
match the feats of Heinlein
and Bradbury in putting a
meaning for today in a story
about the future.
It’s very good to know
that you're planning this
special issue of LAN'S LAN
TERN.
It’s hard to think
of any living pro who de
serves this sort of attention
more than Jack does.

Illustration from THE TOWER
OF BLACKNESS, drawn by Herb
Summerlin .
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FIRST THOUGHT

For years and years, even before I
came out of the closet and began to
write it seriously, I loved heroic fan
tasy and read a lot and talked a lot
about it.
Again and again I told others
that to write heroic fantasy one should
have read Howard, and of course know
what Burroughs was about doing—and one
should study Jack Williamson, in such
as GOLDEN BLOOD and THE REIGN OF WIZARD

RY,
They are right, and I still say it.
That surprises a lot of people, I think,
including Jack; he agrees with everyone
else that he writes SF, not fantasy.
Hmp !

SECOND THOUGHT

§

Copyright ©

In this field full of us incorrigibles and flamboyants working off our
unhappy childhoods and concealed shy
ness, Jack Williamson is barely cred
ible.
(I believe because I see.)
He
is real and he is warm and seemingly
without self-consciousness.
Tell the
lean nine-footer you like something he
did, admire him, and watch his face
sort of slow-glide into a lopsided
smile while he ducks his head in the
manner of a small boy unexpectedly
praised.
Yet he has every right to expect
praise!
He’s not just a writer; he’s
a person.
He’s not just a person; he’s
a man!

1978 by Andrew J. Offutt
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SCENE

The 1969 WorldCon in St. Louis. My first SF Convention. I had a whole big
three or four stories in print, a couple more sold, and no novels out—and thought
being really wild in attire was wearing a turtleneck under my suit. Insurance man,
remember?
In the S.F.W.A room a woman was making important noises and saying important
things such as '’Harlan” and "Silverbob" every thirteen seconds, while giving me the
"Get-away-kid-you-bother-me" treatment. That wasn’t Jack Williamson. In an instant
I was sure that everyone else in the room knew each other and had for eighty years.
Non was Jack Williamson. One guy whose name I very well knew gave me an effusive
hug and loudly proclaimed my presence and skill; I had sold him a story he liked.
I swelled up—and hung with him for a few minutes, and realized in about ten of
those minutes that I could probably hang right close and accept reflected attention
and glory, provided I was willing to follow, be shadow, be acolyte and occasional
joke-butt. Suddenly I had a need to be far away. Another trip to my room. That
wasn’t Jack Williamson, either.
Outside the S.F.W.A. room as I left, two fans moved in close to squint at my
nametag. They departed with alacrity, in quest of a real writer. I had yet to
sign my first autograph. As anonymously as possible I stepped onto a shockingly
unpacked elevator and pushed the button. Just as I leaned back against the side
wall I caught a glance at the long tall guy already holding up that wall. Short,
perfectly normal hair on his head and none on his face. Short-sleeved perfectly
normal sport shirt blousing over the perfectly normal belt around his oldish p.n.
pants. A man easily overlooked in a crowd of four. Had I really seen what I
thought I had, on his nametag?
I leaned there, working on courageous thoughts, good words. The elevator was
going up. The moment was growing more finite by the nanosecond. That nametag—did
it really say that? I wasn't about to lean out and look again. What’s worse, more
gauche and insulting, than to get in close, scrutinize a nametag, and look away?
I wished I were on the other side of the elevator. Could I be side-by-side with
one of my long-time favorites? Two tall leanies, leaning? I’d just seen SF writ
ers—this man looked real, and normal! Bare face hanging out. Pleasant expression.
Alone.
I swallowed, mentally smoothed my clothes, wiped my palm on my pants (straight
leg—very!). The third passenger was staring rigidly at the door the way some
people do, frozen in shyness and resembling bird-dogs alertly at point. That wasn't
Jack Williamson. Up we went. The moment would be gone—in a moment. I did it. I
managed it. I leaned out, half turning to half-face the long lean man. Yeah, his
nametag said that, all right.
"Jack Williamson!" I got out, sounding almost as confident as that Hush Pupies
shoes mascot looks. "My name is Andrew Offutt, and I want you to know that—"
"Andrew Offutt!" he said, with warmth and an audible exclamation point, while
he took my hand. "I’ve recently read a story by you—Population Implosion, in IF—
and I enjoyed that good story. I’m delighted to meet you."
Who knows what I said. It may be hard to believe now, but I haven't always
been the debonair, bon vivant, aggressive greeter with confidence manifestly up to
here; it's fans, and cons, and people such as Jack Williamson and Gordon Dickson
who've bolstered my confidence, and built it and shored it. The whole con changed,
after that. I loved it. Right then I think I went into catatonia, or onto both
knees. I do not remember.
I remember that occasion and that man. That was Jack Williamson. It still is.
What one feels and remembers is real-ism, and warmth. That was and is Jack William
son.
1969 from 1978, 70 cons and 16 novels later—that's about 25 years, right?
Thanks, Jack. Never knew, did you? You're loved.
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Pygmy Planet - ASF 2/32; FSF 5,
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Red Stag of Mars - WQ Spr/32.

NON-FICTION (partial)
As I Knew Hugo - EXTRAPOLATION 5/70.
Campbell Era, The - ALGOL 24 Sum/75.
Colleges Offering Courses in Fantasy
or Science Fiction - F&SF 5/72.
Designing a Dyson Sphere - GAL
10/76.
Futurophobes, The - GALI #4/77
H. G. WELLS: CRITIC OF PROGRESS Mirage Press L+d: Baltimore,
1973, pp 162, $5.95. Revised
version of doctoral disserta
tion.
from "Jamboree" drawn by Herb Summerlin
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ABOUT JACK

HAL CLEMENT

To those of us dinosaurs In First Fandom, Jack Williamson may not be all of
science fiction, but he Is certainly a large part of it. We had to be defensive
In those early days — we were assured that rockets wouldn’t work In space because
they had no air to push against, and atomic power was Impossible, and luridlycovered pulp magazines could not possibly contain good writing.

I was able to defend myself against the scientific Illiterates, of course;
but It took people like Jack and a very few like him to prove that the art of writ
ing had not been lost sometime before 1920. Yes, there was some pretty crude for
mula stuff inside those covers; but Giles Habibula has always seemed to me to be
at least as vividly drawn a character as Nat Bumpo or Quentin Durward, and Jack
had both a higher standard of historical consistency than Walter Scott, and a bet
ter understanding of ordinary, factual, background material (commonly called sci
ence) than James Fenlmore Cooper. Giles’ skill with locks was no harder to be
lieve than Robert Locksley’s ability with the longbow (well before It had been in
vented) or Hawkeye’s with the pre-Revolutionary firearm.

My Fantasy Press editions of Legion of Space, The Cometeers, and One Against
the Legion are In pretty worn condition — fair wear and tear from repeated re
reread Ings. Legion of Time — the best Job ever done on an alternate time-track
theme, In my opinion — Is a little better off, but not much. I purchased a paper
back edition of One Against the Legion at IGUANACON to read on the airplane coming
home, and discovered that It contained a Giles Habibula story I'd never heard of
besides the title story. I was higher than the Jet all the way to Boston.
I’m not going into detailed criticism; It’s not appropriate. Jack’s stories
have always been stories, and always what I considered science fiction ought to
be. He tells a real story, as an indisputable master of the art; he uses the
English language as It should be used, as a tool of communication. He doesn’t
follow blindly the rules which the antl-establishment types think were made to an
noy the lazy; he uses the rational methods of Insuring clarity, and when he says
something ambiguous It’s because he wants to. Like a good mystery writer, he’s
leading you off on the wrong track for a while. I only remember his breaking the
story rules once, In one of his Seetee yarns, and then he was using a pseudonym
(I’m not complaining because you pulled negative paragravity out of the hat at
the last minute, Jack; but the Inverse square law wouldn’t have operated under
the conditions you set up).
Quite aside from the writing part, He’s a very nice guy. I still remember
being invited, with my wife and Infant son, to his home In Portales years ago. I
felt like a fan — I was almost afraid to say anything — but he and his wife
Blanche gave us a wonderful time, in every way. It had been a good many years
since I had cranked an old-style ice-cream freezer, and I’m not sure I’ve done it
since.
That was Just about half-way between the start of Jack’s writing career and
the present day —the Infant is now a twenty-five-year-old doctorla I condidate.
Jack hasn’t lost the touch In that Interval. It’s my aging, not his, which makes
me go back to The Alien Intelligence, as I think I will tonight. I don’t think
he ever will lose the touch. For my money, he’s still the one to imitate — If
you can.
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by Forrest J Ackerman

Dag nab it, Jack—why in 50 years didn’t you ever write a stf story about a
war with giant ants? Then I cd have had a real grabby title on this:
JACK THE GI-ANT KILLER

Oh well, better luck in the next 50 years.
But...can it be possible that 50 years have fled since I, on the cusp of my
12th birthday, saw the December 1928 issue of AMAZING STORIES that day on Market
Street in San Francisco and grabbed it off the stands? I’ve never forgotten The
Metal Man, Jack.
Nor, across a span of half a century or slightly less, have I fprgotten Bom
of the Sun, the Legion of Space series, DARKER THAN YOU THINK*
Green Girl, The
Stone from the Green Star, The Legion of Time, or Xandulu.

Especially—as well you know, since I inevitably mention her name every time
I see you—I have never forgotten...Aladoree.
And I’ve not forgotten meeting you at the First World Science Fiction Conven
tion and that you were on the side of righteousness when the Unholy 3 were exclud
ing the Futurian 6.
Sorry, Jack, after selling Wolves of Darkness for you to Follywood that they
never made the movie.

Your only sin has been in not electing me as your agent, to be right in there
with the pioneers like Hugo Gernsback, Frank R. Paul, RFStarzl, SPWright, Ross
Rocklynne, Clyde Crane Campbell, CWDiffin, Ray Cummings, Stanley Weinbaum et al;
but then Ray Bradbury, HGWells, Aldous Huxley, Bram Stoker, Jules Verne, Edgar
Allan Poe, Mary Shelley & Epaminondas Thucydides Snooks (DTG) didn’t choose me
either, so I suppose you’re to be forgiven. The nextime you catch my eye at a scifi convention and beckon me to come over and join you & your wife for breakfast,
lunch or dinner, I probably s-all. Forgive you.
If you let me pick up the tab—for a change.
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A FEW LINES ABOUT JACK WILLIAMSON
In 1977, when I was In the midst of work on an annotated bibli
ography of fantasy, I picked up the Garland reprint of Darker Than
You Think (1949) for the first time.
In my science fiction dominated
youth, I had read The Legion of Space (1947) and Golden Stood (1964),
among others of Williamson's large canon, but his fantasy classic had
escaped me or, as I was soon to discover, I had escaped It.
I remem
ber Initially thinking, as I read the description of Will Barbee, the
protagonist, "Ah, another tried and true, fair-haired, lost-race,
gothic imitation." That pretentious thought lasted for about one
page as April Bell quickly summoned seemingly unbidden desires, linked
to previous dreams of Morgan le Fey, Circe, sorceresses, succuba and
other equally mysterious and powerful women.
A needle through the
heart of a small kitten, a man darkly dead, the Gobi, the brooding
and dark past, shapeshifters — all rose out of the book born by a
style deceptively simple, alarmingly descriptive, and always evoca
tive.
I don’t remember how long it took me to finish the book; how
ever I do know that I never put It down.
I cried out in a full spec
trum of Indignation and profanity when I turned the final page -
Damn, it couldn’t end like that.
Where was the typical good-conquersevil ending? Yet, it was delightfully satisfying: Will Barbee’s se
duction to his true and awesome nature at the hands, mind and fur of
a silver werewolf.
The Identification I had felt for the confused
and bewildered Will had been simultaneously violated and affirmed.
Since, I have thought often of running with a silver wolf through
darkling woods, past houses cramped with lesser beings, pleasuring in
a fulfillment that made me understand what "sense of wonder" was
really all about.
Thus, I, like many, was captured, taken, and ini
tiated into a vision that I could never have conceived by myself.
These thoughts were much in my mind as I was preparing to go to
the 1977 Science Fiction Research Association Conference in Iowa.
Jack Williamson was to be there, a venerated figure who had been a
pioneer in the development of science fiction as an academic disci
pline and the author of one of its first teaching guides.
However,
while I enjoyed chatting with him about pedagogy and made appropriate
noises about his writing, I was actually watching this slightly
stooped, white-haired man most carefully.
I was looking for the
signs of that incredible adventure that had marked me so deeply.
It
was there; perhaps, not in the readily identifiable mannerisms or
words, but it was there in the glowing eyes, the quick mind, the a
bility to understand, and the sensitivity.

And I came away with a bit more wonder:
pleased and impressed
that someone who had done so much for and to others could remain so
de Ii ghtfuI Iy human.
Roger
Schlobin
November 78

Illustration from THE LEGION OF SPACE, &
drawn by Kathy Marschall.
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WIL L I A M S 0 N

by Gene Wolfe

I met Jack Williamson for the first
time twice. The first meeting took
place in the pages of ASTOUNDING SCIENCE
FICTION, and I must have been about fif
teen. I read With Folded Hands..., and
I didn't like it. It scared me. It's
supposed to be fun to be terrified by
literature, and I think it is — DRACULA
gave me the cold shivers and I loved it.
I love it to this day. With Folded
Hands wasn't like that at all. I be
lieved it (to some extent I believe it
still), and it told me that someday—
someday soon—there would be nothing
left for me to do but sit. I would far,
far rather have been a vampire or fought
one. I didn't read anything else with
that byline for two or three years —
maybe longer.
The second first meeting was in
Milford, PA, and it is something I think
no fan—at least, no fan who has ever
gone to a convention—can understand.
I was a middle-aged engineer who had
gone sour and was trying to turn into a
writer. I had never met a published
writer. Never! The only other person I
had ever met who was trying to be a wri
ter had been the mother of a boyhood
friend—a woman I hadn't seen for at
least 20 years.
Damon Knight had bought two or
three stories from me (my third, fourth,
and fifth sales, I think), and had
twice invited me to come to Milford.
The second time I came, bringing
my wife and small children. We had
rented a decaying—hell, decayed— cot
tage for the duration of the confer
ence, and were unloading our almost e
qually foul station wagon when Damon
came to welcome us and show us where his
house, the Anchorage, was. With him was
a very tall, very stooped man of fiftyfive or sixty. I had only the foggiest
idea—gleaned from an old dust-jacket
photo—of what Damon Knight looked like;
the man I saw was much smaller and much
older. I had no idea at all of what
Jack Williamson looked like. (This is
the part you will not understand.)

by Jack Dann
I met Jack Williamson in 1973 at a
Milford Conference held in Michigan.
That was a very good summer for me, and
I remember it well. I took a weekend
to go to a convention and ended up driv
ing to Michigan with Joe Haldeman and
Gardner Dozois—my weekend stretched out
to about three weeks.
As it was my first Milford (arid
seems to have been my last, as everything
nowadays seems to be going on the West
Coast), I was as nervous as hell. I'd
been to a number of Guilford Writer's
Conferences in Baltimore, which Jack C.
Haldeman III ran in his lovely old three
story house, but this was a Milford, and
the place would be swimming with 'old
pros.' I sat down—the chairs were set
up in a circle—and waited, and, lo, a
very amiable man sat down beside me,
asked me if I minded, and we struck up a
conversation.
Of course, it was Jack Williamson,
and he eased me into the whole thing.
"But how am I supposed to criticize
a Jack Williamson story?" I asked.
"Just go ahead and tell me what
you think of it," he said, and I did.
Jack patted me on the back and congratu
lated me. It was then, I think, that I
first felt that I had arrived as a writ
er, that I was accepted as one of the
family.
The next thing I remember about the
conference was sitting in George Effinger's (Piglet) room and having lunch with
Jack, Gardner Dozois, Joe Haldeman, Dia
(Piglet's then wife), and a few other
young people (I apologize to them, as I
can't remember who else was there). We
were all eating beans, telling dirty
jokes, talking shop, and having a hell
of a time. I didn't realize that Jack
was more than a little bit older than
the rest of us, that he had gone out West
on a Conastoga wagon, has been consist
ently productive for more years than I
had lived—and neither did any of the
others sitting and sharing a good time
that day. Jack was one of the boys, he
fit in, he was from the same generation;
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Jack Williamson was an exotic and ter
rible god, a chromed mask of metal with
out fault and without pity.
Since then I have gotten to know
Jack better. He is a wild and elvish
creature, for he comes from that wild
and elvish land called Truth.
In that
almost unheard-of and almost unreach
able country, Richard II was one of
England’s best kings, Joan of Arc was
not French, and George Washington's
Revolutionary army goose-stepped past
the reviewing stand.
In that country
God made a cowboy, and the cowboy
writes science fiction.
Isn't that
just like a cowboy.
Isn't that just
like God.

and we were having such a good time that
we forgot to respect him as one of the
elders of science fiction.
I guess I'm saying that I want to
be like Jack Williamson when I grow up.
I'm allowed a hero, even at thirty-three
years of age.
His work? I'm no critic, but I
will say that when I was writing my own
novel STARHIKER (Harper & Row, 1977),
my first novel, I was concurrently read
ing Williamson in hopes that I could,
in my very own different way, capture
some of his magic, the 'sense of wonder.'
There are scenes in my book that I think
of as being Jack Williamson's.
Of course, the book is as different
from Jack's as can be—I'm accused of
being 'new wave;' he's accused of being
'old wave.' And it may be that Jack did
not like STARHIKER.
But what's impor
tant is that he influenced it, just as
he influenced countless other writers
whose books bear no outward similarity
to Jack's.
There's a whole generation of us,
perhaps two.
Three?
And yet the man doesn't get old...

I haven't known Jack that long—
just a few years, unlike some people
who've been privileged to call themselves
his friend for longer than I've been a
round. But in the few years I've known
him and been privileged to work with him
as editor and publisher, he's proven
himself many times over a valued and re
spected professional in the SF field.
In person, he's almost shy, the epitome
of the quiet Southwesterner.
It's
through the equalizing power of the
typewriter that he shines the brightest,
though, and I count myself enriched for
knowing him.
—Andy Porter

Illustration from THE POWER OF BLACKNESS,
drawn by Herb Summerlin.
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My husband Albert and I sort of "inherited" Jack and Blanche from my father,
Doctor Edward E. Smith. As he always said, "Jack is a gentleman and a scholar and
our kind of people!" This is true. The last time we visited them, they took us
out to the Black Water Draw Canyon. He is very interested in archaeological digs
and took us through the museum.
Twenty five years ago Jack and Blanche were most wonderful to us and our small
children as we toured the West in our "Trestrailer," a mobile home on wheels my
clever husband had constructed on a truck chassis. Jack and Blanche took the lit
tle ones out to the "home ranch" and they all roade horses, notably "Flea" who was
very gentle with little people! They introduced us to delicious Mexican dishes
which we still enjoy cooking after all these years.
Few human beings have the intelligence, the quiet authority, the knowledge,
and the gentle humanitarianism the Jack possesses. One summer he attended the
University of Indiana (at Bloomington) while I was taking a short course in Seman
tics — perhaps ten years ago (the dates escape me). Jack distinguished himself
there as well. His career as a college professor specializing in Science Fiction
generated much interest, in scholastic circles as well as in fandom.
We consider ourselves fortunate to have known and loved the Williamsons for
so long — and plan to for many more years.
Verna and Albert Trestrail

Talking about Jack Williamson as a writer of Science Fiction seems like carry
ing the proverbial "coals to Newcastle" to me. His work in this field speaks for
itself through his readers, his fans, and the honors he has been awarded. He is
one of the Giants of the genre. On a personal level, I've also found him to be a
Giant of the genre called "human being". That's what I want to talk about here.
My acquaintance with Jack began only recently when he took office as Presi
dent of The Science Fiction Writers of America while I served my third term as
that organization's Treasurer. Working with him has never been anything less
than a pleasure. Although the following descriptions of him will probably make
him turn red to the ears, I think the expose is due.
The best two words I can find for Jack are "thorough gentleman," and I in
clude every quality inherent in that title. He is a man of fairness, careful
judgement, decency, compassion, honesty, and concern for the welfare of other peo
ple’s feelings. He generously takes the time to offer praise for effort and for
work well done, and in this present age, that sort of generosity is hard to find.
His open mind is ready to hear all sides of any question and give credit to
opposing opinions. In the S.F.W.A., such opinions are often vociferously voiced,
and his ability to balance them and then gently persuade the speakers to compro
mise with common sense and find a workable result should be plated in gold. That
special quality, I think, is known as wisdom.
It should be apparent that I think the world of Jack Williamson and am grate
ful to have had this year of working side by side with him.
I will forever
treasure him as a friend.

Joan Hunter Holly
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Uy favorite memories of Jack Williamson have to do with Damon Knight's
Milford Conference; Jack and I have attended a couple of them together.
The Milford is a grueling ten-day free-for-all of mutual criticism among
a couple of dozen writers. It tends to tiring out the best and the worst in
everyone’s personality: manuscripts get thrown across the room or nominated
for Pulitzers, lifelong friendships and hateships are made.

Jack floats through this Bedlam on a cloud of sweet reasonableness. His
criticisms are always thorough, concise, and friendly even when negative.
And he is generally right, as might be expected, after fifty years of writing
and studying.
I think he is probably the only person to perform the intellectual juggling
act of teaching linguistics, science fiction, and FINNEGAN’S WAKE all in the
same semester. He may be the only person who could!

Joe Haldeman

I’ve enjoyed Jack Williamson's stories
both old and new for the past 20 years or
so as a fan. More recently, I've been re
turning to his work as a writer because,
like Heinlein and a very few others, his
"techniques" and approaches to style,
plot, and other concerns are clear-cut
and accessible enough to be of benefit to
those just getting started in the field.
The few times I've talked with Jack,
I've found him to be among the most agree
able and personable authors I've met. In
working with him on editing an article of
his for an upcoming book, I found his
"professional" personality to be no dif
ferent from his "real" self—something
that cannot be said of everyone of his
stature, in or out of SF.

Jack Williamson is that rarity—a
man without an enemy—I just can't
imagine him hurting or alienating any
one over anything. He is also one of
the first old-time writers who grew
and changed enough to write just as
well today as he did forty years ago.
I fell in love with his writing
after reading DARKER THAN YOU THINK
many years ago. It was one of the few
examples of a perfect blend of fantasy
and science fiction.
Jack is a legend in the science
fiction field—and a legend in mankind
—a thoroughly lovable human being.

Lou Tabakow

Michael A. Banks

Jack Williamson has been writer, scholar, teacher, and science-fiction
statesman (in varying combinations) for fifty years. This shows great gifts
as a storyteller, an extensive knowledge of the field, a clear head, high
ethical standards, sheer staying power, and an extraordinary willingness to
"give of himself."
He is a Founding Father who didn't stop there, and I honor him as such.
Roland Green
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While I usually enjoy Jack Williamson’s stories, I’ve never considered myself
one of his ardent fans. But there was a time, shortly after I began reading sci
ence fiction, when I was an extremely rabid fan of one of his pseudonyms.
I began reading ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION
the July, 1948 issue; it was
the first science fiction magazine I ever bought. I was hooked immediately, and
did what lots of other enthusiastic neofans have done: I saved every issue for re
reading. (I still have them; sometimes I still reread them.) So, by February,
1949, I was still enthusing over each new issue, and putting checkmarks beside
particularly enjoyable stories as an aid to my memory in the rereading. But I
note that I didn’t check any of the installments of SEETEE SHOCK by Will Stewart
because I didn’t really need any reminders.
In retrospect, the story is a well-told adventure, but not especially brill
iant; I doubt if anyone would consider it Williamson’s best novel. I have no idea
why it affected me, but it certainly did. I adopted some of the phrasing as my
own; the book opens with imaginary voices telling our hero, "Back, human being....
You weren’t designed for space." For years afterward, whenever I was conspicuous
ly not accomplishing something, I would stalk around muttering to myself, "Back,
human; you weren’t designed for...." whatever it was I was not getting done. (I
did my muttering in strict privacy, of course; I was never completely lost in my
own playacting and I knew what the opinion would be if someone heard me. But I
did it.)
I also kept looking
for more stories by Stew
art; it was years before
I discovered that it was
a Williamson psuedonym.
It was also years before
I read the first book of
the set, SEETEE SHIP;
not until it appeared in
paperback. By then,
most of the magic was
gone; SHIP was nice ad
venture and I enjoyed it
but it didn’t impress
me.
I still reread
SEETEE SHOCK occasion
ally. I even like that
ridiculous ending. I
don’t believe a word of
it; Navy crews don’t
mutiny over inspira
tional messages. But
it's the way things
ought to work out.
Maybe we need to be re
minded of that, now and
then.

Robert "Buck" Coulson

from The Cosmic Express^ drawn by Matthew
Schellenberg
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JOHN STEWART (JACK) WILLIAMSON, Born in Bisbee, Arizona Territory, April
29, 1908, Died in Portales, New Mexico, April 30, 2008. (A hundred years
and a day isn’t a bad life-span at all.)
The seventeenth century explorer Abel Tasman once complained that
every time he discovered a new island in the South Seas he found that
there was already a Welshman there running a store. I believe that the
Welshman was usually named Williamson. Every time we dig into the roots
of twentieth century science fiction, we find that Jack Williamson is
already there writing stories. He not only has kept it up longer than
anybody, but he has gotten better as he goes along. In fact, the best
half of his writing is not in the first thirty-five years of it, but in
the more recent fifteen; this has put him in the best half-dozen of them
all. If he continues to improve at the same rate for even the next ten
years, he will be the alZ-time best I
But he’s a nuisance. He keeps many others at it after their fingers
and brains are worn down to the nubs. The last time I thought about
quitting writing SF I said "Hell, this guy is six years older than I am
and he’s been writing more than twice as long. I can’t quit while he’s
still breezing along."
Williamson is almost unique in SF in never having indulged in cheap
shotting or in filth, and never having ridden one of the current popular
dishonesties to advantage.
R.A. Lafferty

At the SFRA meeting at Penn State Uni
versity several years ago I had the pleasure
of presenting the Pilgrim Award to Jack Will
iamson for his many contributions to science
fiction throughout his career. I’m not sure
which of us was more delighted. Jack was one
of the first writers to understand the acade
mic importance of the study of science fic
tion. Not only has he entertained me and my
wife in Portales, but on more than one occa
sion he has given me essential help with my
research. I think he is one of the kindest
and most gentle men I know, and I can think
of no one who has a more thorough knowledge
of the field. My friendship with Jack Will
iamson is one of the most important memories
I have of my work with science fiction.
Tom Clareson

from The Moon Era, drawn by
Herb Summerlin.
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I first met Jack Williamson twenty years ago in a story called THE HUMANOIDS*
It is probably his best-known work and not without good reason—it still sends
chills up my spine when I think of it today, even though so much time has passed
since then. The odd thing about the story is that it is powerful without overt
terror, terrifying without violence—and as such, it is one of the genre’s mas
terpieces .

It is a story about the human need to grow, to challenge danger and test the
limits of onself; the frustration of that need to be human is perhaps the most
frightening spectre of all. And how did Jack Williamson terrify us? By raising
kindness to the nth degree. It is the overwhelming kindness of the story that I
remember the most. I mention this at length because THE HUMANOIDS (a»d its short
er version, With Folded Hands...') was one of the stories that opened my eyes and
made me realize that science fiction was more than just an escape literature,
could be much more than just rocket ships and ray guns. In that, Jack Williamson
was one of my teachers, and the lesson was an important one.
I believe that the gentility in the story is something that comes from Jack
himself. It is there in so much of his work as well as his life. I don’t remem
ber which convention it was that I finally had the chance to meet Jack and
Blanche in person, but I do know that ever since then it has always been a spec
ial pleasure to be able to spend a moment with them at whatever convention or meet
ing our paths cross. As much as anyone in the science fiction family, they embody
the gentility, goodness, and warmth that the rest of us aspire to.

Sometimes we don’t get to appreciate how much some of our friends mean to us
until it’s too late. I am grateful for this chance to tell Jack and Blanche how
much I love them, both as colleagues and as human beings. Thank you for the op
portunity.
David

Gerrold

Jack Williamson is one of the authors who awakened in me the sense-of-wonder
and the desire to be a writer. Words can’t really capture the essence of what
that means, at least not in any concrete denotation.
For the full meaning of what RAH, MZB, Andre Norton, Isaac Asimov, and lots
of others like Bob Tucker and Jack Williamson and Hal Clement and Lester del Rey
have done for me, you’ll have to read my books. In fiction, a writer can deal
with emotions and with abstracts conveyed by the medium of words but existing
above the simple denotations in the realm of associations, symbols, and the in
tangible called understanding.

Jack Williamson gave us unique characters memorable years and years after
reading the SEETEE books. He gave us concepts to tickle the mind, mind-ticklers
as tantalizing as Gordon Dickson’s. And he gave me the ambition to find some
thing of my own to contribute to what I consider the greatest form of literature
ever evolved — science fiction.

Jacqueline Lichtenberg
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THE HUMANOIDS was one of the first

memorable SF novels I read back in my
"formative years" of ten and eleven,
back when I first dreamed that maybe
I would like to write SF myself. It
was the work of writers like Jack
Williamson who initially showed me
what "sense-of-wonder" was all about,
and who inspired me to try my hand
at carrying on the tradition.
For years after that, I occa
sionally read Jack’s work, always
with admiration. When I became a
member of SFWA, I hoped that I might
someday meet him, but our paths did
not cross for several years. The
day finally came when I was in Los
Angeles for the 1976 Nebula Awards
Banquet. I was presently Secretary
of SFWA and was involved with lots of
mail and contact with most of the
membership. I knew most of them, but
I did not expect them to be familiar
with me. And so I was quite surprised
when I was finally introduced to Jack.
I told him something time-worn about
always enjoying his work and what an
honor and a pleasure it was to meet
him. Jack looked at me and smiled,
and waved off my platitudes with a
shrug, saying, "Well thank you, Mr.
Monteleone, but you know...I don’t
get out to too many of these func
tions, but when I do, I like to make
a point of meeting as many of the
newer writers who I think are going
to be good in this field..and you are
one of those people. I am very glad
to be meeting you."
In a word, Jack Williamson is a
true gentleman. In addition to being
a fine, inexhaustibly imaginative wri
ter, and professor, he is a gentleman.
I am proud to have known and worked
with such a man.
Thomas F. Monteleone

I’m happy to pay tribute to Jack
Williamson, who has long been a shining
example to all science fiction writers.
He has shown us how to live and grow in
this genre—a field which has defeated
legions of writers, silenced them, made
them endlessly repeat their one or two
tricks. SF has a way of eroding the dash
and verve a writer starts out with. It
demands real thought, cleverness, intro
spection and creation—each a separate
quality, hard to hold on to.
Yet Jack has done just that, and he
has grown. He started off in truly cruel
circumstances, dreaming of the stars
while living in a dirt farmer’s world.
I spent my childhood in similar circum
stances in rural Alabama, and I think I
can feel something of what young Jack
felt when he thought and dreamed of
things his parents and relatives thought
was wild-eyed nonsense. It takes a spe
cial gift to see the vastness of space
and the legions of time, while around
you there is the relentless pressure of
a real, gritty frontier, harsh and un
forgiving. Yet Jack did that and gave
us a body of work that, as a continuing
tradition, is unequaled in all of SF.
He is, for his work and no less for his
warm humanity, an example to us all.

Gregory Benford

What I like
best about
Jack
Williamson
is his
human
treatment
of his
characters.

(Reep, reep!)
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I met Jack Williamson through the SUNCON*
reputation I had considered
him one of the great SF writers and worthy of the GoH position. Strangely, in
over 20 years of SF reading I had read very little of his material, especially
his better works.

So I met the man before I really met the writer. As Program Director and
Publications Editor of SUNCON* 1 had several opportunities to write to and talk
with him. His patience with my stumbling through these new projects kept me from
feeling totally inadequate. His willingness to cooperate in any program we
thought up, even after several changes, was extraordinary. And his friendliness
and quiet manner when I first met him in person at MIDAMERICON reinforced my im
pressions.

As I said, I hadn’t read much of his work, the Legion of Space series,
GOLDEN BLOOD* an^ a ^ew minor stories. I felt it was my duty to read more.
Duty reading is a drudgery, usually. Not this time! I read his collabora
tions with Pohl, with Gunn, and then I found some old magazines in the collections
of John Boardman and Hank Davis. It’s hard for me to pick a specific quality out
of his writing that I like. It could be the detail, or the gentleness that per
vades the work, or the sense of wonder which can match anyone’s. But I think it’s
the reality of his stories. Whether it is a juvenile or serious work, recent or
way back in the beginning, the writing of Jack Williamson absorbs me into it. For
a few hours I can live and fear with the robots, or undersea, or in space.

As you can guess, I now read a Williamson story immediately upon seeing it,
old or new.
Joe Siclari

As a reader who came to SF via
its back door, fantasy, my first en
counter with Jack Willaimson’s stuff
was in UNKNOWN—Darker Than You Think.
That was close to 40 years ago, and
I have read and published a lot of
fantasy and SF since then, but I still
don’t know of a better combination of
the supernatural tale and the thrill
er. It has been a personal pleasure
—and, bet on it, professionally re
warding—to publish those works of
Jack's that I have; but the real pay
off for me of our association has been
our encounters at several conventions
over the past ten years. Williamson
is great to read, but to talk to him
is a warming experience, the experi
ence of knowing you’re in touch with
a genuinely gentle, caring, and su
premely talented man.

Don R. Benson
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A few years ago, some people began
teaching college courses in science fic
tion, a phenomenon that fascinated those
of us educators who were also SF buffs—
we viewed it as a kind of vindication of
our interest in such way-outstuff. Now
of course, SF courses in high school and
college have multiplied like tribbles,
but in the late 60s only a handful exist
ed. Jack Williamson, perhaps as fascina
ted as I, set out to catalog them, and
since I had had a hand in the development
of a high school SF course, I sent him
some info on it. He subsequently includ
ed the entry in his list—the only high
school course so honored. As far as I
know, Jack made our course the first pub
lished high school SF course description
in the country. Thanks, Jack, you’re
number one with me too.

Barry McGhan
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For some years before I met him, I admired Jack Williamson as a writer. I
recognized in him a natural sto^y-teller. He wrote in a quiet vein, yet had a
sure dramatic sense and a knack of character. Even now, decades after I read
them, I still can dip, in memory, into some of his earlier work and, remembering
be thrilled once again by outstanding examples of marvelous narrative.
Years later I met him and found that the man matched the stories. Here was
the same warm humanity that had so attracted me when I read the words he'd written.
Today I count him as a special friend of long standing and his work as a disting
uished representation of honest craftsmanship and solid literary value.

Clifford Simak

■ ■ ■ ■ Ml

What can anyone say about Jack Williamson that hasn't already been said? He
has been writing topnotch fiction for half a century, and his work will endure
far into the future. Unlike so many writers, Jack Williamson has never been con
tent to rest on his accomplishments; his fiction in the 1970s is as fresh and
young and idea-rich as it was in all those previous decades.

Moreover, he is a teacher of uncom
mon merit. When students at the Univer
sity of New Mexico learned that he was
going to retire, they called me at the
ANALOG office in New York, to urge me to
try to talk him out of it! That's the
highest accolade I've ever heard of to
be given to a teacher.
He is a Grand Master of Science
Fiction. He is a sturdy and true friend.
He possesses that basic honesty and de
cency that we all hope we have ourselves
—and so few of us do.
In short, if and when we make con
tact with other intelligences from other
worlds, I would hope that Jack Williamson
would consent to go out and represent the
human race for us.

Ben Bova

from Dead Star Station, drawn
by Rob Grunawalt.

There is a graciousness about Jack
Williamson like the mellow patina achieved
by a fine piece of wood.
;

Sandra Miesel
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It's one of my personal pleasures in SF to
have met Jack Williamson, an extraordinary
person.
It has also been an education to me
to read his work of scholarship on H.G. Wells,
and to Incorporate Jack's many insights into
my various teachings of SF.
Of all the
Wells studies, Williamson's is by far
the most credible in appraising the
man's work and documenting the mag
nitude of his place in literature.
And why not? Who among us
knows more about writing, the
vicissitudes of the writer's
life, and the internal pro
cesses of the maturing ta
lent, than Jack William
son? And only a man com
pletely honest with him
self could be so honest
about another. All
this aside from the
hours of pleasure
and the many in
spirations his
fiction has
given me.
I
count it a pri
vilege to be a
mong his ad
mirers .
Algis
Budrys

Jack Williamson is one of those
authors I read first, whose books
I especially treasure for scope
and sense-of-wonder—from even be
fore I knew what to call that specBeial enjoyment they give.
sides which, he's one of the
nicest folks.
C.J. Cherryh

I first met Jack in
1939. When my first
story, Marooned Off
Vesta, was published,
he sent me a postcard
congratulating me and
offering me a 'wel
come to the ranks.'
I cannot tell you how
much that meant to me
from one of the wri
ters I respected most.
It was typical of his
kindness and his gen
tle heart.
I have
seen him perhaps five
times all-told in 40
years, but I wear him
always near my heart.
Isaac Asimov

from

THE REIGN OF WIZARDRY, drawn by Rob Grunawalt

